Abstract-Gallium nitride (GaN) is a wide bandgap semiconductor material and is the most popular material after silicon in the semiconductor industry. The prime movers behind this trend are LEDs, microwave, and more recently, power electronics. New areas of research also include spintronics and nanoribbon transistors, which leverage some of the unique properties of GaN. GaN has electron mobility comparable with silicon, but with a bandgap that is three times larger, making it an excellent candidate for high-power applications and high-temperature operation. The ability to form thin-AlGaN/GaN heterostructures, which exhibit the 2-D electron gas phenomenon leads to high-electron mobility transistors, which exhibit high Johnson's figure of merit. Another interesting direction for GaN research, which is largely unexplored, is GaN-based micromechanical devices or GaN microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). To fully unlock the potential of GaN and realize new advanced all-GaN integrated circuits, it is essential to cointegrate passive devices (such as resonators and filters), sensors (such as temperature and gas sensors), and other more than Moore functional devices with GaN active electronics. Therefore, there is a growing interest in the use of GaN as a mechanical material. This paper reviews the electromechanical, thermal, acoustic, and piezoelectric properties of GaN, and describes the working principle of some of the reported high-performance GaN-based microelectromechanical components. It also provides an outlook for possible research directions in GaN MEMS.
I. INTRODUCTION

O
VER THE recent few years, GaN has become one of the most popular semiconductor materials [1] - [3] . As with any other growing industry, fundamental breakthroughs in material science and device technologies have been aided by rapid improvements in the fabrication and processing techniques [1] , [2] with consistent improvements in wafer size, material quality, diversification of epitaxial substrate material, and ease of market access. While the current cost of GaN substrates is high, based on the economics of scale, high-volume production of GaN wafers is expected to reduce the wafer cost to the same level as GaAs substrates [1] . In addition, epitaxial growth of high-quality GaN on low-cost substrates, such as silicon (Si), is becoming more mature. This would make GaN one of the cheapest semiconductors, second only to Si. The growth of GaN semiconductor industry has been fueled primarily by those segments devoted to optoelectronics, driving material improvement, followed by high-power electronics and radio-frequency (RF) electronics, which take advantage of the wide bandgap and high breakdown capabilities of this material. While a significant amount of scientific research has been devoted to the applications mentioned above, little attention has been given to the use of GaN for nano and microelectromechanical systems (N/MEMS). Unlike Si, GaN is a piezoelectric semiconductor and one can envision using the piezoelectric properties of GaN alone to manufacture multitude of devices for diverse applications. Besides being a piezoelectric, GaN offers several other advantages as an electromechanical material.
A selection of some of the pertinent material figures of merit (FOM) of GaN is compared with a selection of other commonly used electromechanical materials in Table I . It can be seen that GaN is one of the most versatile materials available for use in electromechanical systems.
A large amount of research has gone into characterizing the growth, processing, electrical and optical properties of GaN. However, broader understanding of the material is necessary in order to explore more applications that can be enabled by affordable high-quality GaN. The purpose of this work is to provide the most recent data on the electromechanical properties of GaN grown epitaxially on Si substrates, review its current use in MEMS applications with a special focus on RF MEMS and GaN resonant microdevices, and provide possible directions for GaN NEMS/MEMS research.
II. ELECTROMECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF GaN
A. Crystallinity of GaN on Si
A wide range of techniques have been used to grow thin-film GaN on a substrate, such as metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). A variety of substrates such as Si, silicon carbide (SiC), and sapphire have been used for these studies [2] . Most of the films grown have wurtzite crystalline structure and have n-type conductivity [2] , although Zinc blende GaN growth has also been reported. Intentional p-type doping of GaN is also possible [19] . In this paper, we focus on properties of GaN grown on Si. GaN-on-Si substrates are attractive candidates for GaN MEMS and GaN movable mechanical components with Si selectively removed underneath GaN structures. GaN-on-Si is also an attractive substrate for implementing GaN devices integrated with Si-based large scale integrated circuits, although the highest quality GaN films have been obtained on Si (111) or Si (110) and not on Si (100) .
GaN in its wurtzite form has a crystal structure with lattice parameters of a = 3.189Å and c = 5.185Å. A figure of merit that is commonly used to characterize the intrinsic crystalline quality of an epitaxially grown thin film is the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) acquired using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis. A narrow FWHM denotes high long-range crystalline order and good internal alignment of the crystal (Fig. 1) . However, special care has to be taken concerning the symmetric (000l) XRD reflection line width, which in the case of thick films is mostly sensitive to the so-called (low-density) screw-type threading dislocations. XRD reflection lines measured for oblique crystal planes, such as (10) (11) (12) or (30) (31) (32) , are much more relevant because they are sensitive to almost all the threading defects. However, these are sometimes not reported.
To achieve good FWHM values for GaN-on-Si, it is often necessary to grow a thin layer of AlN or a graded AlN/AlGaN buffer layer to avoid chemical reactions between gallium and silicon and to accommodate the lattice mismatch between the substrate and the epitaxial GaN. measured at the University of Michigan (UM) are acquired using a Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer, on bare, unprocessed GaN films.
B. In-Situ Stress Measurements During Growth
In-situ wafer curvature measurements are helpful to understand the evolution of the stress profile within the grown materials. Here, an MBE reactor is used to grow GaN-on-Si on AlN nucleation layers with an initial compressive strain related to the in-plane lattice parameter mismatch of 2.5% between the two materials. A large part of the mismatch is rapidly relaxed via the introduction or the bending of dislocations. However, depending on the epitaxial layer sequence grown before the final GaN layer, the remaining part of the stress can vary significantly within the layer. In these structures AlN is grown at 920°C and GaN at 800°C. Fig. 2 illustrates the variation in the substrate curvature while growing a 1 μm thick GaN film on a 0.2 μm AlN nucleation layer compared to a 1.7 μm GaN film on AlN/GaN/AlN (80 nm/ 0.25 μm/42 nm) stress mitigating stack.
In the absence of inter-layers, the compressive stress in GaN grown on AlN is rapidly relaxed and the negative curvature (convex bowing) saturates at a rather low level before it reaches positive values (concave bowing) upon cooling down at the end of the growth (here from 800°C to room temperature (RT)). Such a behavior upon cooling is caused by the mismatch between the thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) of GaN and Si. On the contrary, GaN grown on stress mitigating layers induces a noticeable convex substrate bowing even after growth of more than 1.7 μm thick GaN [25] . Moreover, the non-linear evolution of the curvature accounts for the presence of a stress gradient varying from compressive in the vicinity of the interface with AlN to almost relaxed towards the surface. Such a structure is able to maintain a convex substrate bowing upon cooling down in-spite of its larger thickness. This way, thick structures can be grown crack-free with a better crystal quality, but with a risk of buckling while releasing membranes or clamped beams. One important point is that the stress responsible for the substrate bowing at the growth temperature is still present at room temperature, but shifted by the additional stress (∼1 GPa) due to the TEC mismatch between GaN and Si. Then, as compared to growth temperature, the stress profile shall be almost unchanged at room temperature after the release from the substrate. Thus, the in-situ curvature measurement is helpful to understand the behavior of released beams or membranes. As shown in Fig. 3 , low-temperature photoluminescence [25] performed on GaN layers of various thicknesses with and without stress mitigating layers confirms the presence of stress gradients. In simple structures, a tensile stress develops from almost zero up to 1 GPa, confirming the rapid stress relaxation in GaN at the growth temperature. In the presence of stress mitigating stacks, the stress ranges from about −2 GPa (compressive) in the bottom part of the GaN film up to less than +0.3 GPa (tensile) in the upper part. When releasing the structures from the substrate, the data plotted in Fig. 3 shall be shifted by −1 GPa. It is worth to mention that the efficiency of the inter-layers for stress mitigation depends on the crystal quality of the nucleation process, which itself affects the required thickness of each stress-mitigation layer: for instance, progress in Si surface preparation led us to reduce the AlN inter-layer Fig. 3 . In-plane stress acquired using low-temperature photoluminescence measurements for GaN layers with various thicknesses, grown on multiple samples. A marked difference is seen due to the presence (diamonds) or absence (triangles) of stress mitigating layers. Each color represents data for one sample. The lines are guides for the eyes.
thickness from 0.25 μm in [25] down to 75 nm in some cases. The 0.25 μm GaN can also be replaced by a 0.25 μm Al 0.15 Ga 0.85 N inter-layer for a better electrical isolation [26] . Even when other thicknesses are used, the principle of inter-layers has shown its efficiency for growing thick GaN films on Si by MOVPE (Table III) [27] .
At present, good crystal quality samples have been developed on structures with buffer layers not optimized for MEMS applications while efforts have to be made in the future to enhance the crystal quality of simple thin structures (without stress mitigating stacks) that are more promising from a mechanical point of view. As the risk of layer cracking before the release from the substrate is higher in the absence of stress mitigating stacks, it is crucial to grow optimized films carefully to get GaN films with reasonable total stress before and upon the release from the substrate.
C. Mechanical Properties of GaN
The mass density of GaN has been quoted in the literature as 6095 kg/m 3 [28] , [29] or 6150 kg/m 3 [2] . Due to its hexagonal nature, the elastic properties of wurtzite GaN are symmetric along the in-plane vectors. The elastic moduli of w-GaN have been calculated by Wright using ab-initio density field calculations [30] and verified using Brillouin scattering by Yamaguchi et al. [31] and Polian et al. [28] . The full stiffness matrix for GaN is given by C i j , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
The elastic compliance and constants for the binary compounds as well as the rule to obtain the values for alloys are summarized by Ambacher et al. [2] . Knoop hardness of GaN was reported to be 14.21 GPa [2] and agrees well with experimental data obtained for GaN-on-Si samples in this work (Table III) . The majority of these films are grown with inter-layers to avoid cracks.
The microhardness of single crystal GaN thin films is reported to be 10.2-19 GPa [2] , [37] . In order to verify the previously reported values, nanoindentation experiments were carried out recently at both University of Michigan and at IEMN. These previously unpublished results largely support prior data. Here, nanoindentation experiments leading to the mechanical properties of GaN films have been obtained by means of a MTS NanoXP® nanoindenter (Agilent Technologies Inc., Oak Ridge, TN, USA) at IEMN using a Berkovich tip. The equipment is installed in a clean-room where temperature and humidity are monitored and maintained constant. A NanoInstruments Nanoindenter II with a Berkovich tip was used at UM. Both sets of nanoindentation measurements were performed on bare samples of the specified GaN film using the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) method, where a small oscillation is superimposed to the primary loading signal [38] . Nanoindentation tests carried out in the course of this work indicate that the hardness for different types of substrates and fabrication methods consistently lies in the range of 20-26 GPa (Fig. 4) . GaN Young's moduli reported in Table III are higher when the material is directly grown on bulk c-Sapphire or when the layers are thick enough on (111) Si substrate. It is significantly lower when the thickness of GaN grown on Si is inferior to 3 μm (Fig. 5) , indicating probable influence of the crystal quality on the Young's modulus.
D. Piezoelectric Properties of GaN
The use of GaN as an electromechanical material is predicated on its piezoelectric properties. Piezoelectric actuation can be used for both static as well as dynamic actuation/sensing, with frequencies as high as tens of GHz. As a piezoelectrically actuated vibrating or resonant system, GaN has the advantage of high coupling efficiency compared to similar devices using capacitive, thermal, or magnetic actuation. A large number of devices discussed in this review are based on the piezoelectric transduction principle. The piezoelectric coefficients of wurtzite GaN have been calculated by Bykhovski et al. [39] to be 
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These and very similar values [40] are popularly used by many subsequent researchers. Bernardini et al. [41] and Shur et al. [42] calculate different values of 0.73 Cm −2 and −0.49 Cm −2 for e 33 and e 31 , respectively. Cimalla et al. [2] reported similar vales in a review of a number of theoretical and measured results (using interferometry and atomic force microscopy) for the piezoelectric constants of GaN and concluded that the film structure and quality highly influences the exact numbers.
E. Thermal Properties of GaN
As a material intended for high-power or high-temperature electronics and capable of operating in harsh environments, it is useful to know the thermal properties of GaN. The thermal conductivity of GaN is highly dependent on the film quality, the concentration and type of impurities and defects present, and the temperature. Experimental results for thermal conductivity of GaN indicate that the room temperature values for thermal conductivity are within the range of 100 W/m-K to 250 W/m-K [43] - [45] . The thermal conductivity shows an inverse relation with the doping and impurity concentration [46] , [47] . The decrease was attributed mostly to the increased phonon relaxation on dopants. Measured values agree well with theoretical estimates [48] . The Debye temperature for wurtzite GaN has been calculated as 618 K to 641 K [31] , [49] . The specific heat capacity of GaN is in the range of 300 J/kg-K to 500 J/kg-K at room temperature [6] , [50] . GaN coefficient of thermal expansion (β) is on the order of 3 × 10 −6 K −1 along the c-axis [6] , [50] , and in the range of 3.8 × 10 −6 K −1 to 5.6 × 10 −6 K −1 in-plane [6] , [50] . GaN is also known to be a very strong pyroelectric material [42] , [51] with an expected pyroelectric voltage coefficient (P v = 7 × 10 5 V/m-K) greater than the proven high-temperature pyroelectric material lithium tantalite (P v = 5× 10 5 V/m-K) [42] . Experimental results have demonstrated values of P v up to 1 × 10 4 V/m-K [51] and further investigation is necessary to utilize the full potential of GaN-based pyroelectric devices.
F. Electrical Properties of GaN
Extensive research has been recently conducted on compound semiconductor materials, motivated by their superior material properties as compared to Si. GaN, as the second most popular semiconductor, with a bandgap energy of E g = 3.4 eV at room temperature, offers high breakdown electric field, high thermal conductivity, high peak velocity, and high saturation velocity. Further contributing to the outstanding material properties of GaN, is the ability to achieve two-dimensional electron gases (2DEG) with sheet carrier concentrations of more than 10 13 cm −2 and high electron mobility of more than 2000 cm 2 /V-s at AlGaN/GaN hetero-interface without intentional doping. The excellent electrical properties of AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) make it a perfect candidate for highfrequency, high-temperature, and high-power operations. Particularly, AlGaN/GaN hetero-structures, show clear advantages over other material systems such as GaAs, SiC, and Si Calculated slowness curves for GaN for in-plane and out-ofplane acoustic wave propagation. The green shaded regions indicate the slowness values extracted from the frequency of resonators fabricated at UM and [16] , [17] , [57] - [61] . The measured velocities match well with theoretical estimates.
in the domain of high-power and high-frequency operation (See Table IV ) [6] , [52] , [53] .
It is worth noting that more recently InAlN was proposed to replace AlGaN as the barrier material. Due to the high polarization of AlN and InN components of the barrier, even higher carrier densities can be obtained using InAlN [54] .
G. Acoustic Properties of GaN
As a hexagonal piezoelectric material, GaN can be used to demonstrate acoustic transducers. While conventional acoustic transducers use very strong bulk ferroelectrics for actuation on the macro-scale (for applications such as sonar and ultrasound), there is a growing trend for using materials such as thin-film PZT and AlN in micro-acoustic implementations, such as piezoelectric micro-machined ultrasonic transducers (pMUTs) [55] , [56] . GaN can be a very attractive option for high output power, high-frequency capable acoustic transducers, with the added advantage of co-fabrication and integration with the necessary drive and control electronics. The slowness curves for GaN (inverse of acoustic velocity) as a function of propagation vector for both in-plane and out-of-plane modes can be calculated based on the stiffness matrix described in Section II.C (Fig. 6 ). For a majority of resonant devices described in this review, the mode of operation depends on longitudinal waves trapped in a mechanical resonant cavity. The values for extracted acoustic velocity from these resonant devices match the expected longitudinal velocities in plane (7960 m/s) and along the c-axis (8044 m/s). Extracted longitudinal velocities for a number of GaN resonators fabricated Fig. 7 . The calculated intrinsic attenuation for acoustic waves in GaN due to different mechanism. The total attenuation in any given GaN acoustic device is the sum of these losses along with extrinsic losses that are dependent on design and operating conditions. The attenuation due to electron scattering in GaN is highly dependent on the free electron concentration and the mobility.
at UM and [16] , [17] , [57] - [61] lie in the range of 7200 m/s to 7800 m/s. Slight deviations from the exact theoretical velocity values could be attributed to the effect of a small tilt of the c-axis of the manufactured thin films, and the loading due to metal electrodes and buffer layer on the real devices. The mass density is assumed to be 6150 kg/m 3 in all calculations.
The longitudinal velocities of GaN (both in-plane and out-of-plane) are very similar to that of crystalline Si (Table I ). In the popular thin-film piezoelectric-on-Si (TPoS) configuration [62] - [65] , the use of GaN as the transduction layer on Si (as opposed to using AlN for example) has the potential to reduce acoustic loss, as acoustic velocities of GaN and Si are very similar.
Acoustic waves travelling through GaN, like any other elastic material, is attenuated via a number of intrinsic scattering processes. A comprehensive knowledge of the loss sources and mechanisms is crucial to designing highly sensitive and energy efficient electromechanical devices. Most important among scattering processes are the anharmonic phonon-phonon scattering (also known as phonon loss), loss due to thermoelastic damping (TED loss), and phonon-electron loss due to piezoelectric coupling or deformation potential coupling [15] . Each loss mechanism is dependent on the material properties and dimensions of propagating path in the GaN film, as well as the frequency of the acoustic wave. The analytic expressions for these mechanisms are given by Eqns. (1-4) , and representative indication of the losses is provided in Fig. 7 as a function of frequency. 
Table V provides a summary of the material properties used in the calculations [15] . The intrinsic losses are described by the attenuation coefficients = α i (attenuation per meter), where the superscript i refers to the specific attenuation mechanism. Other terms used in these equations are the angular frequency ω (rad/s), absolute temperature T (K), permittivity of free space 0 , Boltzmann's constant k B , and Planck's constant h. Calculations are carried out for room temperature conditions.
It is to be noted that the phonon-electron attenuation mechanisms are reversible under certain conditions and can be converted to a phonon-electron gain. This analysis and experimental verification has been detailed elsewhere [15] , [16] , [70] - [73] , and is out of the scope of the present work. Other intrinsic losses are based on the defect density of the film and losses at the interface of GaN and other materials. In a practical device, anchor losses and viscoelastic losses may also be present depending on the device design and operational conditions, but these are extrinsic losses and not solely dependent on the material itself.
III. GROWTH AND PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY
A. GaN Epitaxial Growth
There are numerous studies on the epitaxial growth techniques and optimization of GaN, which are out of the focus of this review [74] - [76] . MBE and MOVPE/MOCVD are the two common techniques for the growth of GaN on Si that is used in MEMS applications. The threading defects in GaN are dislocation lines normally oriented parallel to the c-axis of the material, with reported densities of 10 8 ∼ 10 11 cm −2 . Most of them have a Burgers vector with an edge component (mixed or pure edge-type dislocations). Pure screw-type threading dislocation densities of less than 10 7 cm −2 can be obtained for GaN-on-Si substrates [77] , [78] . Edge type dislocations and point defects can become charged and act as centers of Coulomb scattering, whereas screw-type dislocations have been reported to cause electrical leakage, causing degradation in electric and optoelectronic performance as well as long-term reliability [79] . However, the measured acoustic properties of GaN suggest that the issue is less significant in the case of mechanical and acoustic properties of GaN.
B. Fabrication of GaN Suspended Microstructures
GaN in particular and group III-nitrides in general are notable for their excellent chemical stability as characterized by their invulnerabilities to wet etching. No wet etching technique has been reported to date for effective removal of single crystalline GaN. To realize suspended microstructures, a sacrificial layer can be deposited/grown and selectively removed later. However, single crystalline GaN can only be easily grown on single crystalline materials which are also hard to remove. Due to difficulties in removal of the sacrificial layer on which GaN can be grown, the most practical option for releasing GaN structures for MEMS is the selective removal of the substrate under the GaN device area. In this case, Si is the best candidate as the substrate since mature micromachining techniques can be employed to either isotropically etch Si from the front-side (e.g., using xenon difloride (XeF 2 )) or through deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) process from the back-side of the wafer. Some of the most commonly used etching techniques of GaN are briefly discussed below.
1) Wet Chemical Etching:
Various wet etchants for GaN have been investigated, including aqueous mineral acid and base solutions, and molten salts; however, the optimum etching parameters are highly dependent on crystal quality, orientation, polarity, and material properties (Fig. 8) .
Aqueous KOH between 26°C and 80°C has been shown effective only for etching MBE-grown N-polar GaN crystals. Etching produced triangular-shaped pyramids for N-polar GaN crystals and no effect on Ga-polar GaN crystals under the same conditions [80] . Similar results have been reported for hot Phosphoric acid (with temperature > 200°C), where only defect areas are etched on the Ga-polar GaN crystals, and show hexagonal etch pits with an etch rate of ∼1 μm/min for MOCVD-grown GaN. No significant etching was observed for temperatures lower than 160°C [81] , [82] .
Although not very effective for patterning GaN, wet etching could be an important device fabrication process that complements dry etching techniques. Due to the strong physical nature of dry etching, it results in low etch-selectivity between materials, and subsurface damage by ion bombardment. In contrast, wet etching, produces negligible damage, can be highly selective, is relatively inexpensive with higher throughput, and can be done with simple equipment. Besides patterning of GaN, some other applications of wet etching include surface treatment, defect decoration, polarity identification by producing characteristic pits or hillocks, and device fabrication on smooth surfaces [83] .
2) Photoelectrochemical (PEC) Etching: Due to the limitations of wet chemical etching of GaN, many groups investigated the stimulation of etching by external injection of photo-generated holes to oxidize Ga atoms. The oxidation process requires holes that can be generated by light with photon energy larger than the band gap of GaN [83] . The oxidation and removal process is summarized in the two-step chemical Eq. (5) [2] :
The first PEC etching of GaN was demonstrated by Minsky et al. [84] using a He-Cd laser with a wavelength of 325 nm and light intensities of 570 mW/cm 2 . The etch rates were about 400 and 40 nm/min in KOH and HCl solutions, respectively. Selective PEC etching can also be used to form suspended structures by selective removal of III-nitride-based crystalline sacrificial layers. The techniques used for selective PEC etching include bandgap selective, dopant selective, or defect selective PEC etching. Bandgap selective PEC etching is particularly used for fabrication of suspended GaN structures. In [85] , InGaN is used as sacrificial layer in InGaN/GaN hetero-structures, where a laser with excitation energy larger than InGaN bandgap (E g = 3.0 eV) and smaller than GaN bandgap (E g = 3.4 eV) is used to generate holes than can only oxidize the InGaN layer. Therefore, the InGaN layer is etched, while the GaN layer is left intact (Fig. 9) .
Unlike GaN chemical etching, PEC etching can be done at room temperature and is not polarity selective. Furthermore, ion bombardment and surface damage associated with dry etching is eliminated with this technique [86] .
3) Plasma Dry Etching: Currently, plasma-based chemical dry etching is the most commonly used patterning technique for group III-nitrides. The mechanisms and variations have Fig. 10 . A cross-section schematic demonstrating various types of electromechanical devices that can be manufactured using GaN thin films grown on Si substrates. Functionally, these systems can act as sensors, readout circuitry, amplifiers, and communication nodes. Two or more of these device types can potentially be integrated or co-fabricated on the same substrate, imparting GaN-based systems a range and versatility rivalling Si. This concept can be extended to GaN films grown on SOI substrates. [88] . Reliable, well-controlled patterning can be achieved by a variety of dry etch platforms. In particular, high-density electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etch processes have yielded smooth, highly anisotropic, etch characteristics. Etch rates that can exceed 1.0 μm/min can be achieved. Halogen-based plasma chemistries (Cl-, I-and Br-based plasmas) yield high-quality etch characteristics. The choice of the reactive source gas (Cl 2 , BCl 3 , ICl, IBr, etc.) and secondary gases (H 2 , N 2 , Ar) changes the concentration of reactive neutrals and ions in the plasma, which directly correlates with the etch rate. Smooth, anisotropic pattern transfer was obtained over a wide range of plasma etch platforms, chemistries, and conditions. Fast etch rates, high resolution features, and low damage are obtained when the chemical and physical components of the etch mechanism are balanced.
The process parameters used for anisotropic etching of GaN by the UM group in [16] , [17] , [57] , [61] , and [89] - [92] are shown in Table VI . This process results in smooth and vertical sidewalls (Fig. 11) . As expected, increasing gas flows within a range increases the isotropicity of the etching process.
4) Thin Film Transfer:
A unique, non-conventional approach to realizing GaN thin films on substrates that are not best suited for epitaxy is the wafer transfer method. This method involves growing GaN on sapphire, SiC, or Si (111) parent substrates, bonding the film to a new host substrate (with the GaN film sandwiched in between), and cleaving the bonded pair using a separation technique. Note that the host substrates such as Si (100) and glass [93] are not amenable to GaN epitaxy. The separation techniques include laser liftoff [94] , [95] and splitting the interface by first weakening it by ion implantation [96] . These studies have shown that the quality of the transferred films is almost as good as the original epitaxially grown film and can meet GaN LED wafer standards. GaN HEMTs with good characteristics have been demonstrated on a host Si (100) substrate [97] . While this is a relatively new technique, wafers made with transferred GaN films are now being offered by commercial GaN manufacturers [98] .
IV. GaN MICROELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES Based on the epitaxial growth and thin film processing technologies discussed above, a variety of GaN MEMS and devices can be fabricated using GaN-on-Si substrates. The ability to etch the Si substrate easily and selectively using isotropic or anisotropic, wet or dry etching methods offers advantages beyond the difficult-to-machine sapphire or SiC substrates. A general schematic shown in Fig. 10 demonstrates versatile devices the can be implemented using GaN-on-Si substrate. The most popular electromechanical devices that have been implemented thus far using GaN-on-Si wafers are micromechanical resonators and cantilevers. In the following subsections, we review a number of GaN-based devices reported in the literature. In Section V, we extract some of the intrinsic properties of GaN (grown on Si) from the data presented in this section.
A. Piezoelectric Actuation & Readout
Bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonant devices made from GaN have relied heavily on the piezoelectric properties of the material for actuation and readout. Piezoelectrically actuated GaN resonators operating in various modes of resonance and across a broad range of frequencies have been demonstrated by a number of research groups in the recent past. Popular implementations of such devices are length-or width-extensional resonators and thickness-mode resonators.
1) GaN Length-Extensional Mode Resonators:
Lengthextensional mode GaN resonators are mechanically released GaN plates tethered at specific nodal points. They are actuated by using the e 31 coefficient of GaN by applying an RF signal across the thickness of the GaN film, causing longitudinal vibrations in the frequency determining dimension (length or width). The distinct advantage of in-plane lengthextensional mode resonators is that the significant dimension (and thus the resonant frequency) can be set lithographically, enabling multiple fundamental vibration modes on a single substrate. Furthermore, the resonators can be operated at higher harmonics by using inter-digitated transducer (IDT) top electrodes (Fig. 12) . Length-extensional mode GaN resonators have been demonstrated in the recent past, with frequencies in the VHF and low-UHF range from 4 MHz to more than 400 MHz [17] , [57] , [90] , [99] , [100] .
2) GaN Thickness-Extensional Mode Resonators: As with length-extensional mode resonators, thickness-extensional Resonance frequency is set by the film thickness. These devices are generally designed to achieve higher frequencies in the high-UHF to SHF spectrum [101] . mode resonators are longitudinal BAW devices. The fundamental resonance frequency is inversely proportional to the film thickness and the effective piezoelectric coefficient is the larger e 33 value. With GaN thin-films ranging from less than 1 μm to about 2 μm, resonators with frequencies up to 8.7 GHz have been realized (Fig. 13) [101] .
3) GaN-on-SOI Resonators: Both thickness-extensional mode and length-extensional mode resonators can be fabricated using GaN-on-SOI substrate in a (Fig. 14) TPoS configuration [63] , [64] . Composite resonators have the advantage of combining the piezoelectric properties of GaN with the acoustic properties of the substrate. In general, the thicker composite stack allows for a more mechanically and thermally robust device. If the substrate layer is well doped Si, it can act as the bottom electrode. This eliminates the need for a metal electrode with a large acoustic mismatch with GaN. The use of GaN-on-SOI substrates can be explored in the future for heterogeneous integration of GaN-and Si-based electromechanical devices and readout/signal processing circuitry on the same substrate. [103] ) and (b) GaN nanowires (From [107] ) can be used as sensing elements utilizing the piezoresistive effect in AlGaN/GaN 2DEG sheet. The high gauge factor of AlGaN/GaN is due to the large modulation of the electronic properties of GaN and AlGaN due to strain. Another major advantage of GaN piezoresistors is the ability to work at significantly elevated temperatures and still retain a high sensitivity.
B. Piezoresistive Sensing and Readout
Mechanical devices based on the GaN/AlGaN system can be used as highly sensitive piezoresistive sensors for detecting small amounts of static or dynamic strain [102] - [105] . Strain applied to mechanically released, flexural-mode microcantilevers modulates the piezoelectric polarization at the GaN/AlGaN interface [104] as well as the carrier mobility due to strain-induced band-bending [105] , [106] . Both effects lead to large detectable changes in the instantaneous resistance. These changes can be sensed by simple readout circuits or by using an integrated 2DEG-based transistor ( Fig. 15(a) ). Gauge factors (the relative change in resistance with respect to change in strain) as high as 3532 [103] have been reported for such structures. This is in comparison to the significantly lower numbers reported for Si [103] . GaN/AlGaN piezoresistive systems are expected to maintain high gauge factors even at elevated temperatures, beyond the working range of conventional semiconductor piezoresistors, thus making them attractive candidates for harsh environment sensing. The piezoresistive effect has also been used as a readout mechanism for GaN nanowire based mechanical resonators (Fig. 15(b) ) [107] .
C. 2DEG Electrodes
As mentioned earlier, a 2DEG sheet is induced at the AlGaN/GaN interface due to the spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization. The origin of 2DEG, unlike the conducting channel in Si transistors, suggests that they are very sensitive to mechanical stress, changing the piezoelectric polarizationinduced surface and interface charges. Furthermore, 2DEG is sensitive to other environmental influences, such as temperature, illumination, or chemical surface modifications. Since the 2DEG is formed very close to the surface (typically ∼30 nm below the surface), it is highly sensitive to surface potentials. 2DEG has been shown in sensor applications such as pH, viscosity, mass, and a variety of other novel sensor concepts are conceivable based on its properties. Moreover, 2DEG can replace metal electrodes in piezoelectric resonators. 2DEG conductive sheet, inherent to the AlGaN/GaN piezoelectric material system can effectively reduce the metal loading and acoustic mismatch associated with metal electrode deposition, and thus improve the resonator performance. It can either be utilized as the top or bottom electrode in MEMS for actuation as well as readout. A summary of GaN-based resonant devices with embedded 2DEG electrodes, as well as a class of resonant devices, i.e. "Resonant HEMTs," based on 2DEG sensing is provided in the following subsections.
1) 2DEG Bottom Electrode:
The 2DEG at the AlGaN/GaNinterface can be utilized as the bottom electrode for piezoelectric actuation and read-out of AlGaN/GaN suspended beams (Fig. 16) . The elimination of bottom electrode metallization is particularly beneficial in GaN-based resonators since single crystalline GaN cannot be directly grown on metal sheets. Implementation of 2DEG as the bottom electrode was demonstrated in [100] and [108] - [110] , where resonant frequencies of up to 60 MHz with a maximum frequency times Q ( f ×Q) value of 9.42 × 1 9 have been reported for longitudinal-and flexural-mode resonators.
The main difference between using metal-piezo-2DEG instead of the known metal-piezo-metal structures is that the in the case of 2DEG the actuation amplitude is bias dependent and drops below the pinch-off voltage [111] (Fig. 17) . Nevertheless, the actuation remains non-negligible at lower negative biases. This is due to the remaining field distribution inside the piezoelectric GaN buffer.
2) Patterned 2DEG as Top Electrode: In order to reduce the mass loading associated with the deposition of metal as the top electrode on piezoelectric resonators, several approaches have been taken. In AlN piezoelectric resonators, efforts have included physically separating electrodes from the piezoelectric thin film [112] and segmentation of IDT metal electrodes [113] . GaN material systems benefit from the 2DEG conductive sheet, which can be used to define electrodes and thus completely remove metal from the resonant structure. In [58] , a metal-free piezoelectric resonators is presented, which utilizes 2DEG IDTs to drive acoustic waves in an AlGaN/GaN hetero-structure (Fig. 18) . Metalfree acoustic filters, with patterned 2DEG electrodes had been previously reported in AlGaN/GaN SAW filters discussed in Section E.
D. AlGaN/GaN Resonant HEMTs
Resonant AlGaN/GaN HEMTs exploit the high sensitivity of the HEMT 2DEG conducting channel to the acoustic strain induced by an actuator in a resonant cavity on which the HEMT is fabricated. As mentioned earlier, the 2DEG sheet is very sensitive to mechanical stress. A small change in stress translates into a considerable change in 2DEG carrier concentration, which is in turn sensed though the change in the HEMT drain current. 2DEG sensitivity to mechanical stress has been widely used in static AlGaN/GaN strain sensors and discussed in detail in the literature [114] . In the resonant HEMTs, the acoustic wave is launched into the resonant device, for example by an additional Schottky contact for piezoelectric excitation, and sensed through detection of a peak in the frequency response of the HEMT drain current at resonance. Using HEMT-based read-out, capacitive feed-through is reduced allowing for operation at higher frequencies. Also higher sensitivity and signal amplification is achieved due to [115] , where flexural mode acoustic resonance was excited and sensed on a doubly clamped beam using Schottky diodes for excitation and HEMT transducers for read-out (Fig. 19) .
Working at 1.49 MHz with a Q of 1850, the device was operated at different drain and gate biases. This enabled the observation of intrinsic amplification of the mechanical transduction (Fig. 19) . Moreover, a detailed study based on the same kind of devices [113] confirmed that the response is driven by the 2DEG mobility under the gate and in the access regions. A quantitative model was proposed to account for the transconductance variations that have strong similarities with transconductance curves usually recorded on such transistors.
2) Width-Extensional Mode R-HEMTs: Bulk acoustic width-extensional mode resonant HEMTs have been reported in [59] and compared with passive AlGaN/GaN resonators using 2DEG as the bottom electrode. Resonance frequencies ranging from 240 MHz to 3.5 GHz with Q values of up to ∼500 are reported in air. Fig. 20 compares a passive AlGaN/GaN resonator with a width-extensional resonator readout using an active HEMT. In Fig. 20(a) , the HEMT provides electromechanical amplification of the mechanical signal, enabling sensing at much higher frequencies than possible with passive devices.
3) Thickness-Extensional Mode R-HEMTs: A multigigahertz thickness mode AlGaN/GaN resonant HEMT is reported in [61] and [91] , where the vertical electrical field excites the thickness-mode acoustic resonance of a resonating stack through the thickness-mode piezoelectric coefficient (e 33 ). Acoustic signal is excited through a back gate Schottky contact and read-out by measuring the drain current of the sense HEMT. The back gate and the sense HEMT channel are placed at locations under maximum strain. The source is placed at a nodal point and tied to GND. [117] . Two peaks are observed in the 0-3 GHz frequency range, at 1.6 GHz and 2.2 GHz, associated with Rayleigh and Love waves respectively. (b) SEM images and transmission response of GaN-on-Si SAW filters, with 200 nm spacing (λ = 0.8 μm), and a 5.6 GHz resonance frequency [118] .
The device shows the second-order resonance frequency of 4.23 GHz with a Q of 250 (Fig. 21) . The acoustic transconductance (g a ) rises to ∼25 μS when the transducer is ON. Co-integrated with GaN ICs, this resonant HEMT can potentially offer all-GaN integrated nano/micro sensors and systems. The resonance frequency can be further increased by exciting higher harmonics of the thickness-mode resonance. This device exhibits the highest resonance frequency reported thus far for a resonant HEMT.
E. SAW Filters
SAW devices have been traditionally fabricated on quartz, ZnO, LiTaO 3 , and LiNbO 3 [116] and used in a variety of sensing and communication applications. The III-nitride family combines a high SAW velocity and electromechanical coupling coefficient with excellent thermal and chemical stability. All these properties are of high interest for the development of SAW devices operating at frequencies higher than 1 GHz, a common requirement of most modern telecommunication applications [117] . In [117] , SAW filters with resonant frequencies of up to 2.22 GHz were realized on GaN-on-sapphire substrate, with 600 nm wide fingers and inter-digit spacing (Fig. 22(a) ). More recently, a 5.6 GHz SAW filter, with 200 nm wide fingers and inter-digit spacing was realized on GaN-on-Si substrate (Fig. 22(b) ), marking the highest resonance frequency achieved for GaN SAW resonators to date [118] .
SAW filters using 2DEG IDT on AlGaN/GaN heterostructure are demonstrated in [119] based on a fluoridebased (CF 4 ) plasma treatment technique. The CF 4 plasma treatment is used to pattern 2DEG IDT on a planar surface without removing the top AlGaN layer (Fig. 23(a) ). SAW peaks correspond to the Rayleigh and pseudo-bulk modes of the epitaxial structure. The Rayleigh mode is primarily confined to the thin-film epitaxy, while the pseudo-bulk mode is primarily confined to the sapphire substrate near its interface with GaN. The frequency range of the fabricated SAW filters is between 400 MHz and 1.2 GHz (Fig. 23(b) ).
In [120] , 2DEG-based SAW filters are integrated with HEMT structures to study the emission of SAWs by AlGaN/GaN HEMTs under certain bias conditions. IDT-IDT and HEMT-IDT pairs are compared for SAW emission and detection. Integrated HEMT-IDT structures can enable realtime evaluation of epitaxial degradation as well as high-speed, amplified detection of SAWs.
F. Integrated Circuits With MEMS Resonators and HEMTs
GaN microsystems take advantage of integration of GaN mechanical components with GaN HEMTs. As mentioned earlier, GaN HEMTs are being widely used in RF power amplifiers. There is a great demand for miniaturization of such products and designers continuously move from hybrid (circuit board with discrete components) to integrated (single, small chip) more compact solutions. Integrated microsystems offer higher densities, added functionality, and suffer less from parasitics associated with wire-bonding or other hybrid solutions. One of the applications of integrated GaN material systems is MEMS-based oscillators. MEMS oscillators are critical in building all-integrated accurate timing references and frequency-stable circuits. Low phase noise, temperature stable MEMS oscillators operable at harsh environments with high resonance frequencies and significant delivered output powers are achievable in GaN integrated microsystems. Despite of their great promise, few reports exist on implementation of an all-GaN oscillator, where a GaN resonator is utilized for frequency selectivity and an AlGaN/GaN HEMT provides gain for building up oscillation. Below, we review the two recent structures that integrated GaN resonators and AlGaN/GaN HEMTs.
1) Integrated Bulk-Mode GaN Resonators and HEMTs:
In [60] , a platform for monolithic integration of GaN BAW resonators and HEMTs is shown (Fig. 24) . The output port of the resonator is connected to the gate of the transistor, where the signal gets amplified by the intrinsic gain of the transistor and picked up at the drain. This platform provides the main building block of a Pierce oscillator circuit, where the feedback loop is formed by simply connecting the resonator input to the HEMT drain.
2) GaN SAW Oscillator: In [121] , a SAW device has been incorporated in a feed-back loop with an off-the-shelf amplifier to build an all-GaN oscillator (Fig. 25 ). The SAW filter shows a Q of 1730 at a resonance frequency of ∼1 GHz. A phase noise of −115 dBc/Hz was recorded at 10 kHz offset from the carrier with noise floor of −165 dBc/Hz. Several tracks are currently considered to improve the Q of the resonator and hence the phase noise figure of merit.
V. PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR
GaN RESONANT DEVICES
A. Quality Factor and f × Q Limits
One of the most important metrics for mechanical resonators is the product of frequency and Q. The Q of an acoustic resonator is directly related to the total energy lost, which is quantified by the attenuation coefficient, as discussed in Section II-G. While extrinsic energy loss to the ambient media (damping and anchor loss) can be reduced by vacuum packaging and using a good design, energy lost as heat (thermoelastic damping), intrinsic energy losses to the material lattice (phonon-phonon loss), and energy lost to conduction electrons (phonon-electron loss) are considered the ultimate limiting factors of the resonator Q. The measured values of the resonator f ×Q are a good indicator of how close the resonator is to the limiting values. If the acoustic wave is considered as a strain wave in the material, at a frequency that is much lower than the inverse of the lattice relaxation time of the material crystalline structure, it is found theoretically [17] , [18] , [58] - [60] , [101] , and [125] .
that the product of frequency and the limiting material Q remains constant (across frequency) [4] . This is known as the Akhieser f ×Q limit. For GaN, this regime should be valid for frequencies as high as 5 GHz. Above this value, the system can be treated as an ensemble of phonons and the limiting values of f ×Q is given by the Landau-Rumer (L-R) regime. For high-frequency longitudinal wave resonators made from GaN, the thermoelastic damping is not significant [122] , however, it is generally a dominant damping mechanism for lowerfrequency flexural-mode resonators [123] , [124] . For GaN, a semiconductor, the electron scattering is also a significant loss mechanism and is highly dependent on the free carrier concentration, the carrier mobility and the coupling between the electrical and mechanical domains (due to piezoelectric or deformation potential coupling) [73] . Fig. 26 shows the f ×Q limit of GaN due to different loss mechanisms and compares that to the measured data (red circles) from GaN resonators presented in the previous sections. The gap between the theoretical and measured results is due to other effects that also play a role in damping the device. It can be seen that the measured [17] , [58] - [60] .
f ×Q values are in the same order of magnitude as the maximum possible f ×Q limit even using GaN grown on Si. The exact values are dependent on the quality of the GaN film, the carrier concentration of GaN used, and the specific design of the resonator. However, in general, higherfrequency resonators have shown better performance in terms of f ×Q values.
B. Coupling Efficiency and the k 2
ef f × Q Metric The piezoelectric coupling coefficient k 2 t is a material property that determines the efficiency of converting electrical energy into mechanical energy and vice-versa. For the various electromechanical axes of GaN, the values of k 2 t range from 1.3% for in-plane modes to ∼2% for thickness modes [6] , [126] . The effective coupling coefficient k 2 ef f is extracted from the mechanical response of the resonators and includes the effects of metal electrode loading, non-ideal electrode area coverage, and anisotropic effects [126] . The measured values of k 2 ef f in prior literature ( Fig. 27(a) ) are seen to be close to the calculated maximum values for both the thickness modes (measured to be ∼1.9%) and in-plane modes (measured to be up to ∼0.9%).
Another related metric that is used often for characterizing the applicability of a piezoelectric material for use in RF electromechanical filters is the k 2 ef f ×Q product. Practically, a higher resonator k 2 ef f increases the separation between the series and parallel resonances. For coupled-resonator filter topologies, this higher separation implies a wider bandwidth. A higher Q (for each individual resonator) imparts a sharper roll-off for the filter. Thus, a high k 2 ef f ×Q product is desirable for wide-band RF filters [126] . In this regard, measured GaN resonators have demonstrated similar numbers ( Fig. 27(b) ) in comparison with quartz, diamond, TPoS and Si-based internal dielectric transduction. However, it is significantly lower than stronger piezoelectric materials such as LiNbO 3 [127] , or highly optimized devices such as the AlN FBARs [128] . We believe that the consistent and rapid improvements in the reported k 2 ef f × Q of GaN resonators indicate that there is yet room for improvement. 
C. Acoustic Transconductance
Acoustic transconductance is a figure of merit specifically used in resonant FET-based sensing, which reflects the changes in the drain current of the transistor, when there is a change in the voltage applied to an actuator. An AC voltage applied to the actuator causes acoustic strain in the resonant structure, which in turn, changes the drain current of the transistor. Therefore, one can define a new transconductance parameter, i.e. acoustic transconductance as:
where g a is the acoustic transconductance, d(I D ) is the amplitude of the drain AC current and d (V BG ) is the amplitude of the AC voltage applied to the actuator port (e.g., a back gate Schottky contact). g a is extracted from the admittance matrix of the resonant HEMT, similar to the extraction procedure of the transconductance of any standard transistor as: 
D. Temperature Coefficient of Frequency
One of the important metrics for resonator performance is the temperature coefficient of frequency (TCF), which describes the relative shift in the resonator frequency with temperature change. The TCF is a function of the material properties, resonator mode, and dimensions of the device. In most materials, the dominant mechanism is the change in the elastic modulus of the material with respect to temperature, defined by temperature coefficient of elasticity (TCE). For many mechanical resonator applications, such as oscillators, clocks and gyroscopes, the objective is to minimize the TCF in order to get temperature invariant performance. For thermal and infrared (IR) sensors [57] , [90] , [92] , the temperature dependency should be maximized. In both cases, it is important to carefully characterize the TCF of the Fig. 28 .
The change in the frequency of two length-extensional GaN resonators as a function of temperature, showing a negative TCF with experimentally measured values of between −14 ppm/K to −18 ppm/K [16] , [17] , [89] , [90] .
resonator. Theoretical calculations for the stiffness coefficients of GaN [133] indicate TCE values of −50 ppm/K to −54 ppm/K for longitudinal extension. TCF should be roughly half of that value for extensional resonators since it is the dominant mechanism for frequency change. For the GaN resonators measured by the authors at the University of Michigan, the TCF values for length-extensional modes range from −14 ppm/K to −18 ppm/K [16] , [17] , [89] , [90] . TCF values ranging from −23 ppm/K to −25 ppm/K are reported for thickness-extensional mode resonances of the devices reported in [16] , [17] , [89] , and [90] . Larger TCF values of −27.6 ppm/K and −30 ppm/K are reported in [134] for thickness-extensional modes at resonance frequencies of 2.2 GHz and 8.7 GHz respectively. The larger measured TCF in [134] is most likely due to the thicker AlN and metal layers in the resonant stack with a larger TCE as compared to GaN. Also, specific material properties in different stacks (e.g., different level of doping for unintentionally doped GaN) can cause variations in measured TCF values. Representative plots of the TCF for two fabricated length-extensional resonators are shown in (Fig. 28 ). 3 The ability to handle high power levels has always been one of the most attractive features of GaN-based electronics. This has spurred the growth of a large power-electronics industry. Electromechanical devices, especially resonators, also have limiting values of input power that can be handled without distortion of the output due to the onset of electrical and mechanical non-linearity. In piezoelectric resonators, mechanical non-linearity is primarily due to the non-linearity in the elastic coefficients of the material (especially for the suspension tethers) [62] . A popular method for characterizing the non-linearity and distortion of mechanical resonators associated with high input power levels is the third order intercept point (IIP 3 ). For GaN length-extensional mode resonators with thin tethers, distortion is seen at +5 dBm or greater, while no distortion is seen for clamped membrane type thicknessmode resonators at input powers up to +20 dBm [17] . Extrapolated IIP 3 (Fig. 29) demonstrate values in excess of +32 dBm without requiring the use of thick silicon structural Measured IIP 3 for a GaN mechanical resonator. The data are measured on a 2.1 GHz with a frequency separation of 50 kHz. The measured GaN bulk acoustic wave resonator shows Q of ∼500. layers in the device, a method that is used in the AlN-on-Si TPoS configuration [62] . These values are comparable with similar devices made using AlN [135] .
E. Power Handling and IIP
VI. FUTURE POSSIBILITIES
All-GaN integrated microsystems benefit from the combined advantages of piezoelectric properties of GaN for sensing and actuation and inherent gain in the AlGaN/GaN HEMTs for signal amplification. In fact, integrated circuits with diverse functionalities can be realized based on electromechanical properties of GaN. GaN HEMTs and MEMS components, co-integrated with high-Q passives, such as capacitors and inductors can be used in timing and sensing applications. As an example of a critical application of integrated GaN microsystem, a simple transmitter MMIC schematic is shown in Fig. 30 , where the preferred integration boundary of the power amplifier and other front-end components are demonstrated. GaN monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) provide better performance in terms of power, radiation hardness, and operation temperature, leading to products that could be used in harsh environments. Furthermore, future integration with GaN optoelectronic components is possible to incorporate diverse functionalities on the same GaN system. GaN resonant systems can be used for a variety of physical, chemical, and biological sensing applications. Resonant IR detector arrays using GaN and GaN-on-Si structures have been demonstrated recently [57] , [90] , [92] (Fig. 31(a, b) ) and have the potential to achieve highly sensitive IR detection with low susceptibility to background thermal noise. The same platform can be used for detecting small perturbations in temperature or mass. The wide bandgap of GaN also makes it a natural candidate for short wavelength optical detectors (Fig. 31(c, d) ), and the use of a compositionally tuned Al x Ga 1−x N alloy makes the spectral absorption selective [136] . Integration of a number of different spectrally selective sensors is possible on a single GaN substrate, which would enable multi-wavelength optical detection over a broad range.
A large number of mature GaN-based technologies such as RF electronics, power electronics, and LEDs along with emerging technologies such as GaN-based quantum dots, nanowires, and optical waveguides can be combined with GaN-based MEMS technology to address a variety of applications. Of special interest would be applications requiring operation of optical, mechanical, and electrical elements at high temperatures that conventional Si-based technologies cannot endure. Such GaN systems can be especially attractive for mining and harsh environment resource exploration, aerospace, and defense.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we reviewed the mechanical and electrical properties of GaN and AlGaN/GaN material systems grown on silicon substrate, with the aim to increase attention to this interesting material for use in NEMS/MEMS. In addition acoustic properties of GaN-based devices were investigated and compared to measured data, the result of which is valuable for the development of future high-power and low-loss GaN electronics. The discussed GaN microelectromechanical devices in conjunction with AlGaN/GaN HEMTs could enable low-noise, high-speed, and power devices and circuits for use in sensing, surveillance, electronic warfare, multifunctional RF systems communications, and power applications.
